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Summary 
In Jakarta and other cities, the police and the Department of 
Transportation are still monitoring traffic videos manually. They 
have difficulties when some of the traffic problems occur 
simultaneously. Therefore, they need a Smart Video Sensor that 
can automatically provide the latest information about traffic 
conditions. The information generated Smart Video Sensor 
are features. Data inputs from Smart Video Sensor are scenes. 
The working principle of this video is a streaming video that 
records scene frame by frame. Then, the Smart Video Sensor will 
extract the features of the frames. After that, the Smart Video 
Sensor will provide a feature representation scheme in the form 
of XML. Furthermore, the Smart Video Sensor will send features 
in the form of XML representations to TMC. This paper 
contributes to representing the features of the objects of traffic in 
XML (eXtensible Markup Language). XML format is selected to 
represent the features because of its dynamic XML structure. The 
test results showed that the representation of the features can be 
read and viewed accordingly. 
Key words: 
XML, feature representation, traffic objects, features of traffic 
objects. 

1. Introduction 

In general, traffic problems consist of traffic congestions, 
traffic violations and traffic accidents [1], [2]. The causes 
of traffic congestion, among others are roads that can no 
longer acccomodate the existing number of vehicles, traffic 
light settings which are not proportional and not efficient 
to the number of vehicles on the road, the spilled market 
and the number of vehicles that stop in random places. 
Some causes of traffic violations, among others are 
motorists who disobey the traffic rules, motorists who 
disobey traffic signals, the motorists who cross the road 
markings that have been determined, vehicle loads that 
exceed the capacity of the applicable standard or limit, and 
vehicles that exceed the speed limit. Many traffic accidents 
are resulted from driver being too tired, sleepy driver, 
unfocus driving, overly loaded vehicles that exceed the 
applicable standards, vehicles that  exceeds the safe limits, 
unsafe distance between vehicles, or disfunctional brakes. 
Traffic violations can lead to traffic accidents. Traffic 
accidents can cause death. 

The police and the Department of Transportation require 
traffic information to find the cause of the accidents. The 
parties need accurate information on the crime scenes. 
Traffic information needs to be given as soon as possible 
to enable them to take an immediate action. Traffic 
information can be a form of report or a public complaint. 
Traffic information is received by the police through the 
video, websites, radio, facebook, twitter, call center, SMS, 
fax, telephone, or people can directly come to report to the 
nearest police station. The police will then forward the 
traffic information to the traffic users via website, 
facebook, twitter, GIS (Geographic Information Systems), 
call center, vehicle registration online, CCTV (Closed-
circuit television), GPS (Global Positioning System), the 
operator HT, news radio, television news, and information 
boards on the highway. Twitter Yogyakarta police RTMC 
police is @RTMC_Jogja. Twitter TMC Polda Metro Jaya 
is  @TMCPoldaMetro. Twitter NTMC Police is  
@NTMCLantasPolri. A website that provides information 
about the traffic in Indonesia can be accessed at 
lewatmana.com. Korlantas official website can be accessed 
at lantas.polri.go.id. CCTV Streaming Traffic provides 
information on Road Transport, and Traffic Management 
Center - Department of Transportation can be accessed at 
http://www.rttmc-hubdat.com. Live Streaming Video 
CCTV PT Jasa Marga can be accessed at 
jasamargalive.com.  
However, the traffic information above isn’t sufficient. In 
Jakarta and other cities, the police and the Department of 
Transportation have difficulties in finding the cause of 
accidents because traffic videos are still monitored 
manually [3]. Monitored manually means that the video 
recordings are directly sent to TMC (Traffic Management 
Center). In  TMC, the police and the Department of 
Transportation will observe many video recordings 
simultaneously. They will have difficulties when some of 
the traffic problems occur at the same time. For this reason, 
Smart Video Sensor (SVS) is presented as a solution. SVS 
is needed because it can automatically provide the latest 
information about traffic conditions [4]. This statement is 
reinforced by the survey [4] that the latest technology and 
market trends is demanding significant needs for a viable 
solution to video/camera systems and analytic.   
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SVS is an intelligent video camera that utilizes a processor 
and a software to achieve a certain level of intelligence. 
Without human intervention, SVS has the ability to 
analyze automatically. SVS can produce information as 
needed. SVS can provide a structured and meaningful 
information needed to process the raw data of video and 
send the results to where it is needed. SVS can be easily 
integrated into other devices. SVS can be used efficiently, 
interactively, precisely and flexibly. It can also be used in 
some other intelligent applications [5], [6]. Automatically, 
SVS compresses video data, extracting features of the 
object traffic, performs XML format and data transmission. 
SVS is used to process videos, extracting features and 
generate traffic object features. These features will be 
delivered and deployed to another application that is 
suitable and in need. With an SVS, applications in other 
places will no longer need the stages of preprocessing, 
segmentation and feature extraction. With an SVS, 
applications that exist in other places can process and use 
the features that have been extracted as needed. 
There are two alternative places video processing. The first 
alternative is a system that records and transmits video data 
to TMC. Then, other systems will receive and process 
video data in TMC. When another system is receiving 
video data at TMC, a lot of video data that is received is 
incomplete because the delivery process often fails. This 
failure occurs because the network is disconnected, and the 
bandwidth and the processing power of the CPU (Central 
Processing Unit) is limited. Due to the incomplete video 
data, the video data cannot be processed further. When this 
other system is processing video data at TMC, the system 
will become very slow in producing an output because 
much data is processed at the same time. The second 
alternative, streaming system that records images frame by 
frame. Systems will extract features from frame. The 
system will then generate a schematic representation of 
features in the form of an XML format. Next, the system 
will send an XML representation of the feature to TMC. 
Many advantages can be obtained when choosing the 
second alternative. The police and the Department of 
Transportation can direct traffic using object features as 
needed. The police and the Department of Transportation 
will be able to monitor traffic easier. The police and the 
Department of Transportation can use video data traffic as 
evidence of traffic violations or other purposes. Therefore, 
the second alternative is chosen as the solution. 
The contribution of this paper represents the features of the 
traffic objects in XML format. Feature representation of 
traffic objects is selected in XML format for a dynamic 
XML structure. XML format is chosen because the 
information can be exchanged from one system to another 
different platform. For example, from Windows to Unix, or 
from PC to Macintosh and even from the Internet to 
mobile phones with WAP technology [7]–[9]. In addition, 

the XML format used for XML can save time tag 
information. Time tag information is stored to solve the 
problem of incomplete video data traffic. By storing 
information, tag means that each frame has a time stamp. 
With a time stamp, the current frame will be connected to 
the next frame. In result, it will be easier to track an object. 
Several researchers have studied the representation of 
features. In the study regarding security monitoring indoor 
(indoor surveillance), a system will extract a frame into a 
feature, classify objects, track objects, and send features to 
another place using XML format.  The accuracy level for 
its object classification is above 80% [10], [11]. Another 
study classification features data in an XML document 
used the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm. Accuracy 
which was obtained on classification reached 85% - 87% 
[12]. Meanwhile, other researchers examined on saving 
features in the form of XML because XML can organize 
the data in a very large number [13]. But no one has 
discussed in detail the scheme of representation and 
relation to XML format. Therefore, feature of this 
representation is presented. 

2. Feature Representation 

Model representation of features can be seen in Fig.1. The 
process starts from a video sensor that records scene frame 
per frame. Then, the noise of the frame is removed. After 
that, the frame is normalized. Then, the frames are 
segmented into segment groups. Each segment is labeled. 
Several features are extracted from each label. The features 
are shown in the schematic representation. Scheme of 
representation features generates XML structure. 
Representation of the features that use XML structure is 
easier to read.  Processing of the data of Fig.1 is discussed 
in more detail below. 

2.1 Sensor Video 

Features of the traffic objects come from the 
video sensor. Data inputs from the video sensor are 
scenes. The working principle of this sensor is 
a streaming video that records scene frame by frame. It 
means that a video camera captures the object in a 
frame base [14]. 

Sensor 
Video Preprocessing

Segmentation

Feature 
Extraction

XML Formatting Representation
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Fig.1 The proposed feature representation model 

2.2 Preprocessing 

Preprocessing is useful for preparing images to be 
processed at a later stage. In the preprocessing, noise 
image data is removed by filtering. There are two ways 
filtering. First, if an image is too bright, the image will be 
smoothed (smoothing). Second, if the existing image is less 
clear, then the image will be sharpened (sharpening). Data 
input from preprocessing is a frame. Then, each frame will 
be normalized. The output preprocessing is the data frame 
that has been normalized. 

2.3 Segmentation 

Segmentation is useful to separate the background of an 
object to the foreground the object. Segmentation is also 
useful to separate an object from another object. Data input 
from segmentation is a data frame that has been 
normalized. The outputs of the segmentation are segments. 
A segment is a group of pixels of the object.  
In the early stages, background model will be created to 
make a background of an object traffic. Background model 
is created by eliminating the moving object. After that, the 
system will observe moving objects. Moving objects or 
speed ≠ 0 means foreground. While the object is not 
moving or speed = 0, that's the background model. The 
method used to determine background and foreground is 
Background Substraction model [10], [11]. Blob method 
[15], [16] and connecting labeling [10], [11], [17] is used 
to separate objects with one another and produce segments. 

2.4 Feature Extraction 

Features are defined as a function of one or more 
measurements, each of which defines some quantitative 
properties of an object, and count like quantify some 
significant characteristics of the object [18]. Features can 
be classified as a low-level feature and a high level feature. 
The low-level feature can be extracted directly from the 
original image, while the high-level feature must be based 
on low-level feature [18]. A low-level feature is the feature 
that can not be unloaded [19]–[21]. Meanwhile, a high-
level feature is the feature that can still be lowered [22]–
[24]. Nowadays, it is known: there are 53 features that will 
be extracted. Features consist of 30 low-level features and 
23 features a high level. Features low level include: length, 
width[25], area [26], [27], perimeter [26], [28], height [29], 
width of the bounding box (WBB), height of the bounding 
box (HBB), length of major axis, length of the minor axis 
[28], [30], [31], centroid [27], [32], [33], filled area [28], 
[30], [31], diameter [25], [34], edge [33], [35], [36], 
distance [37], gray [38], roughness [27], Region Of 

Interest (ROI) [33], [38], [39], Histograms of Oriented 
Gradients (HOG) [40], [41], separation radius of each 
training example [35], axle, distance, body length, chassis 
height [42], texture [26], [38], [43], angle [34], [37], 
elongation [27], convex area [26], [28], wheelbase [44], 
colour [33], [45], [46], motion [45], [46], moment 
invariant [26], [32], [47], [48]. Features high level include: 
size [29], compactness [39], [49], length-width ratio [38], 
[49], equivdiameter, dispersedness [28], [30], [31], 
rectangularity [38], [49], solidity [49], [50], the total area 
of the object [25], the ratio of the distance between the 
centre of the object and length of the main axis [25], 3D 
color histograms [50], extent, eccentricity, ellipticity, 
bounding box, circularity, shape-filling measure [28], area 
ratio [39], Edge-based Pyramid of Histogram of 
Orientation Gradients (EPHOG), Intensity-based Pyramid 
of Histogram of Orientation Gradients (IPHOG) [30], 
breadth [27], [32], convex hull perimeter [26], [27], the 
median of the number of edge points [35], shape [38], [45], 
[46]. Data inputs from the feature extraction are segments. 
The output of the feature extraction are features of the 
objects of the traffic. In one frame, there may be a few 
segments. These segments apart in several places. The 
segments are labeled to facilitate the determination of 
features. Once the segments are labeled and then each of 
its segments will be searched one by one. Features of the 
objects of traffic are needed elsewhere for different usage. 
Features can be used for object identification, object 
detection, object recognition, object classification, object 
tracking, calculation of the number of objects, an object 
speed calculation, estimate traffic congestion, and other 
traffic parameters required by the police and the 
Department of Transportation.  

2.5 Representation 

Feature representation scheme of traffic objects in Fig.2 
contains information about the frame number, the date and 
time frame, the number of objects in the frame, the 
coordinates of each object, and the features of each object. 
The frame number is needed to determine the sequence of 
the frame. If the date changes, the frame will start from 1 
(one). Date and time frame using UTF (Universal Time 
Format). The time format is in accordance with 
international formats are specified in ISO 8601 [51]. The 
standard format used is complete date plus hours, minutes, 
seconds and milliseconds. The form: YYYY-MM-DDThh: 
mm: ss.sTZD. Example: 2015-10-28T12: 05: 45.55 + 07: 
00. It means that the frame was recorded on October 28, 
2015, at 12: 05: 45: 55 GMT + 7. This time format has 
been used by the World Wide Web. This format is used to 
facilitate the use of the time format in a single number. The 
coordinates x and y are used to distinguish the position of 
the object with another object, determining the initial 
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position of the object and the calculation of the value of 
the feature. In the schematic in Fig.2 can be seen every one 
frame consists of multiple objects. Each object has a few 
features. 

Object_1: value value value
F1: value
F2: value

Fn: value

FrameNo: value YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sTZD

Object_n: value value value
F1: value
F2: value

Fn: value

 

Fig.2 The proposed feature representation scheme 

2.6 XML Formatting 

XML formatting was formed from feature representation 
scheme of traffic objects. XML format has a dynamic 
structure. Dynamic XML structure is necessary because the 
number of objects in each frame is different, and the 
number of features in each object is also different. XML 
structure contains information that does not require a 
standard format. Text-based XML files can be read XML 
files without the need for special software. This facilitates 
the use of XML application developers to debug their 
programs. In the XML tags and attributes can be used as 
needed. Data can be stored as an attribute and element 
content simply by putting it between an opening tag and a 
closing tag. Characteristics of XML include intelligence, 
adaptive, simple, portability. XML is said to be 
intelligence because XML can handle various levels of 
complexity. Adaptive means that XML can be adapted to 
create their own language. Simple means that XML is 
simple and easy to make. Portability means that XML has 
the ease of exchanging data between diverse systems. With 
XML format, information can be exchanged easily from 
one system to another different platform. XML format can 
be easily processed in a variety of applications. The XML 
design enable of storing data in a concise and easy to set 
[52]. 
Feature representation scheme in Fig.2 is shown in Fig.3 in 
the XML structure. Tag <?xml version=”1.0”?> indicates 
the XML version used. Label and the contents of the frame 
number indicated by <FRAMENO>FrameNo 
</FRAMENO> <FRAME_No> value</FRAME_No>. 
Time format indicated by <FTIMES>valuetime 
</FTIMES>. In one frame there can be multiple objects. 
Name of the object and the object value indicated by 

<ObjectNm_n>Object_n<ObjectNm_n> <ObjectNo>value 
</ObjectNo>. The number of objects indicated by n. X and 
Y coordinates are indicated by <Coordinat_X> value 
</Coordinat_X><Coordinat_Y> value </Coordinat_Y>. 
The name and value of the features indicated by 
<Feature_n>Fn</Feature_n> <Value_n>value</Value_n>. 
The number of features indicated by n. To mark that all its 
objects have been extracted then used the symbol <S>-
</S>. 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<FRAMENO>FrameNo</FRAMENO><FRAME_No>value</FRAME_
No> 
<FTIMES>valuetime</FTIMES> 
<LIST_O_XNO> 
<O_XNO> 
 <ObjectNm_1>Object_1<ObjectNm_1><ObjectNo>value</Obje

ctNo> 
 <Coordinat_X> value </Coordinat_X> 
 <Coordinat_Y> value </Coordinat_Y> 
 <Feature_1>F1</Feature_1><Value_1>value</Value_1> 
 <Feature_2>F2</Feature_2><Value_2>value</Value_2> 
 : 
 <Feature_n>Fn</Feature_n><Value_n>value</Value_n> 
</O_XNO> 
: 
: 
<O_XNO> 
 <ObjectNm_n>Object_n<ObjectNm_n><ObjectNo>value</Obje

ctNo> 
 <Coordinat_X> value </Coordinat_X> 
 <Coordinat_Y> value </Coordinat_Y> 
 <Feature_1>F1</Feature_1><Value_1>value</Value_1> 
 <Feature_2>F2</Feature_2><Value_2>value</Value_2> 
 : 
 <Feature_n>Fn</Feature_n><Value_n>value</Value_n> 
</O_XNO> 
</LIST_O_XNO> 
<S>-</S> 

Fig.3 XML Structure 

3. Testing 

Testing of feature representation in XML format is 
conducted to prove that the features can be read and can be 
seen in conformance with the video frame. Tests are also 
conducted to ensure that features successfully sent can be 
read correctly. If the feature is successfully sent and 
features can be read then the scheme representation is 
correct . 
Testing of feature representation on this paper uses two 
samples of different data frames. Initially, the smart video 
sensor automatically determines the observation area / 
window. Second, smart video sensor counts the number of 
objects that exist in the area. Third, smart video sensor 
stores x and y coordinates of each object. Fourth, smart 
video sensor calculates the features of each object. Fifth, 
smart video sensors form a representation of features in 
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XML format (XML representation). Sixth, smart video 
sensors send the XML representation to TMC. Seventh, 
another system receives XML representation. Eighth, other 
systems read XML representation. 
In this test, not all features are represented. Only 7 of the 
53 features are represented. These features are represented 
include Height of the Bounding Box (HBB), Width of the 
Bounding Box (WBB), Area, Bounding Box, Compactness, 
Equivdiameter, and Dispersedness. Features have been 
many studies that use it for classification and tracking [28]. 
To facilitate reading representation scheme then each 
feature given the symbol. The F1 symbol for the Height of 
the Bounding Box (HBB). The F2 symbol for the Width of 
the Bounding Box (WBB). The F3 symbol for the Area. 
The F4 symbol for Bounding Box. The F5 symbol for 
Compactness. The F6 symbol for Equivdiameter. The F7 
symbol for Dispersedness. 

1

4

2

3

 

Fig.4 Video Frame 1 

In Fig.4, there are traffic objects such as cars, buses, 
motor1, and motor2. Traffic objects represented are only 
moving objects. Traffic objects that do not move are not 
represented. 
Fig.5 shows the feature representation scheme of video 
frame 1. Frame: 2014-01-16T05:58:43.23+07:00 means 
that the frame was recorded on January 16, 2014 at 5 over 
58 minutes, 43 seconds and 23 milliseconds in accordance 
GMT+7. There are 4 objects which are represented in 
Figure 5. Each object has several features. The first object 
is located at the coordinates (135, 201). The first object 
features include: Height of the Bounding Box (HBB) = 54, 
Width of the Bounding Box (WBB) = 56, Area = 3024, 
Bounding Box = 220, Compactness = 0.78, Equivdiameter 
= 14,839,671, and Dispersedness = 16.01. The nth object 
located at coordinates (81, 268). The nth object features 
include Height of the Bounding Box (HBB) = 27, Width of 
the Bounding Box (WBB) = 13, Area = 351, Bounding 
Box = 80, Compactness = 0.69, Equivdiameter = 
199,928.59 and Dispersedness = 18.23. 

Object_1: 1 135 201
F1: 54
F2: 56
F3: 3,024
F4: 220
F5: 0.78

F7: 16.01

FrameNo: 27209 2014-01-16T05:58:43.23+07:00

F6: 14,839,671

Object_n: n 81 268
F1: 27
F2: 13
F3: 351
F4: 80
F5: 0.69

F7: 18.23
F6: 199,928.59

 

Fig.5 Feature representation scheme of video frame1 

Fig.6 shows XML Representation of video frame 1. Tag <? 
Xml version = "1.0" encoding = "UTF-8"?> Indicates the 
version of XML being used. The <FRAMENO> FrameNo 
</FRAMENO> <FRAME_No> 27209 </FRAME_No> 
means frame to 27209 of the recorded video. The 
<FTIMES> 2014-01-16T05:58:43.23+07:00 </FTIMES> 
means frame of this video was recorded on January 16, 
2014 at 5 over 58 minutes, 43 seconds and 23 milliseconds 
in accordance GMT+7. The first object indicated by 
<ObjectNm_1> Object_1 </ObjectNm_1> <ObjectNo> 1 
</ObjectNo>. The first location of the object coordinates 
on (135, 201) is indicated by <Coordinat_X> 135 
</Coordinat_X> <Coordinat_Y> 201 </Coordinat_Y>. 
The name and value of the first feature of the first object 
indicated by <Feature_1> HBB </Feature_1> 
<VALUE_1> 54 </VALUE_1>. The name and value of 
the second feature of the first object indicated by 
<Feature_2> WBB </Feature_2> <VALUE_2> 56 
</VALUE_2>. The name and value of the third feature of 
the first object indicated by <Feature_3> Area 
</Feature_3> <VALUE_3> 3024 </VALUE_3>. The 
name and value of the fourth feature of the first object 
indicated by <Feature_4> Bounding Box </Feature_4> 
<Value_4> 220 </Value_4>. The name and value of the 
fifth feature of the first object indicated by <Feature_5> 
compactness </Feature_5> <Value_5> 0.78 </Value_5>. 
The name and value of the sixth feature of the first object 
indicated by <Feature_6> Equivdiameter </Feature_6> 
<Value_6> 14,839,671 </Value_6>. The name and value 
of the seventh feature of the first object indicated by 
<Feature_7> Dispersedness </Feature_7> <Value_7> 
16.01 </Value_7>. Mark the beginning and end of the 
reading object is marked with the pair <O_XNO> 
</O_XNO>. The reading of the same was done for the 
second and subsequent objects. All objects traffic moving 
its read to completion. Signs that all objects have been 
read and the process is completed in one frame indicated 
by <S> - </S>. 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<FRAMENO>FrameNo</FRAMENO><FRAME_No>27209</FRAME_No
>  
<FTIMES>2014-01-16T05:58:43.23+07:00</FTIMES> 
<LIST_O_XNO> 
<O_XNO> 
<ObjectNm_1>Object_1</ObjectNm_1><ObjectNo>1</ObjectNo> 
<Coordinat_X>135</Coordinat_X> 
<Coordinat_Y>201</Coordinat_Y> 
<Feature_1>HBB</Feature_1><Value_1>54</Value_1> 
<Feature_2>WBB</Feature_2><Value_2>56</Value_2> 
<Feature_3>Area</Feature_3><Value_3>3,024</Value_3> 
<Feature_4>Bounding Box </Feature_4> <Value_4>220 </Value_4> 
<Feature_5>Compactness</Feature_5><Value_5>0.78</Value_5> 
<Feature_6>Equivdiameter</Feature_6><Value_6>14,839,671</Value_6> 
<Feature_7>Dispersedness</Feature_7><Value_7>16.01</Value_7> 
</O_XNO> 
 : 
 : 
<O_XNO> 
<ObjectNm_n>Object_n</ObjectNm_n><ObjectNo>n</ObjectNo> 
<Coordinat_X>81</Coordinat_X> 
<Coordinat_Y>268</Coordinat_Y> 
<Feature_1>HBB</Feature_1><Value_1>27</Value_1> 
<Feature_2>WBB</Feature_2><Value_2>13</Value_2> 
<Feature_3>Area</Feature_3><Value_3>351</Value_3> 
<Feature_4>Bounding Box</Feature_4><Value_4>80</Value_4> 
<Feature_5>Compactness</Feature_5><Value_5>0.69</Value_5> 
<Feature_6>Equivdiameter</Feature_6><Value_6>199,928.59</Value_6> 
<Feature_7>Dispersedness</Feature_7><Value_7>18.23</Value_7> 
</O_XNO> 
</LIST_O_XNO> 
<S>-</S> 

Fig.6 XML representation of video frame 1 

In Fig.7, we can see the video frame features frame 2. Date 
2014-01-16T05:58:33.21+07:00 means: the frame was 
recorded on January 16, 2014 over 58 hours 5 minutes 33 
seconds and 21 milliseconds GMT + 7 . From 7 objects 
that exist in Fig.7, only two objects will be described in 
detail. The first object is located at the coordinates (107, 
190). The first object has features include Height of the 
Bounding Box (HBB) = 10, Width of the Bounding Box 
(WBB) = 7, Area 70, Bounding Box = 34, Compactness = 
0.76, Equivdiameter = 7951.64 and Dispersedness = 16.51. 
The nth object is located at the coordinates (328, 288). The 
nth object has features include Height of the Bounding Box 
(HBB) = 26, Width of the Bounding Box (WBB) = 18, 
Area = 468, Bounding Box = 88, Compactness = 0.76, 
Equivdiameter = 355,428.63 and Dispersedness = 16.55.  

1

2

3

7

8

4 5

6

 

Fig.7 Video Frame 2 

In Fig.8 is shown XML Representation of video frame 2. 
Tag <? Xml version = "1.0" encoding = "UTF-8"?> 
indicates the version of XML being used. The 
<FRAMENO> FrameNo </FRAMENO> <FRAME_No> 
22302 </FRAME_No> means frame to 22302 of the 
recorded video. The <FTIMES> 2014-01-
16T05:58:33.21+07:00 </FTIMES> means frame of this 
video was recorded on January 16, 2015 at 5 over 58 
minutes, 33 seconds and 21 milliseconds in accordance 
GMT+7. The first object indicated by <ObjectNm_1> 
Object_1 </ObjectNm_1> <ObjectNo> 1 </ObjectNo>. 
The first location of the object coordinates on (107.190) is 
indicated by <Coordinat_X> 107 </Coordinat_X> 
<Coordinat_Y> 190 </Coordinat_Y>. The name and value 
of the first feature of the first object indicated by 
<Feature_1> HBB </Feature_1> <VALUE_1> 10 
</VALUE_1>. The name and value of the second feature 
of the first object indicated by <Feature_2> WBB 
</Feature_2> <VALUE_2> 7 </VALUE_2>. The name 
and value of the third feature of the first object indicated 
by <Feature_3> Area </Feature_3> <VALUE_3> 70 
</VALUE_3>. The name and value of the fourth feature of 
the first object indicated by <Feature_4> Bounding Box 
</Feature_4> <Value_4> 34 </Value_4>. The name and 
value of the fifth feature of the first object indicated by 
<Feature_5> compactness </Feature_5> <Value_5> 0.76 
</Value_5>. The name and value of the sixth feature of the 
first object indicated by <Feature_6> Equivdiameter 
</Feature_6> <Value_6> 7,951.64 </Value_6>. The name 
and value of the seventh feature of the first object indicated 
by <Feature_7> Dispersedness </Feature_7> <Value_7> 
16.51 </Value_7>. Mark the beginning and end of the 
reading object is marked with the pair <O_XNO> 
</O_XNO>. The reading of the same was done for the 
second and subsequent objects. All objects traffic moving 
its read to completion. Signs that all objects have been read 
and the process is completed in one frame indicated by 
<S> - </S>. 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<FRAMENO>FrameNo</FRAMENO><FRAME_No>22302</FRAME_No
>  
<FTIMES>2014-01-16T05:58:33:21+07:00</FTIMES> 
<LIST_O_XNO> 
<O_XNO> 
<ObjectNm_1>Object_1</ObjectNm_1><ObjectNo>1</ObjectNo> 
<Coordinat_X>107</Coordinat_X> 
<Coordinat_Y>190</Coordinat_Y> 
<Feature_1>HBB</Feature_1><Value_1>10</Value_1> 
<Feature_2>WBB</Feature_2><Value_2>7</Value_2> 
<Feature_3>Area</Feature_3><Value_3>70</Value_3> 
<Feature_4>Bounding Box</Feature_4><Value_4>34</Value_4> 
<Feature_5>Compactness</Feature_5><Value_5>0.76</Value_5> 
<Feature_6>Equivdiameter</Feature_6><Value_6>7,951.64</Value_6> 
<Feature_7>Dispersedness</Feature_7><Value_7>16.51</Value_7> 
</O_XNO> 
 : 
<O_XNO> 
<ObjectNm_n>Object_n</ObjectNm_n><ObjectNo>n</ObjectNo> 
<Coordinat_X>328</Coordinat_X> 
<Coordinat_Y>288</Coordinat_Y> 
<Feature_1>HBB</Feature_1><Value_1>26</Value_1> 
<Feature_2>WBB</Feature_2><Value_2>18</Value_2> 
<Feature_3>Area</Feature_3><Value_3>468</Value_3> 
<Feature_4>Bounding Box</Feature_4><Value_4>88</Value_4> 
<Feature_5>Compactness</Feature_5><Value_5>0.76</Value_5> 
<Feature_6>Equivdiameter</Feature_6><Value_6>355,428.63</Value_6> 
<Feature_7>Dispersedness</Feature_7><Value_7>16.55</Value_7> 
</O_XNO> 
</LIST_O_XNO> 
<S>-</S> 

Fig.8 XML Representation from video frame 2 

Experimental results show that the representation of the 
XML in Fig.8 is in accordance with the state of video in 
Fig.7. This proves that the feature representation scheme is 
correct. Thus, the representation scheme can be used to 
represent the features of video frames. 

4. Conclusion 

Feature representation of traffic objects is very useful to 
the police and the Department of Transportation. With this 
feature, the police and the Department of Transportation 
can directly use features to more specific needs such as 
identifying objects, detect objects, object recognition, 
object classification, object tracking, calculation of the 
number of objects, the calculation speed of the object, 
estimation of traffic congestion, and other traffic 
parameters. Feature representation of traffic objects uses 
the XML format. XML format is chosen because the 
information can be exchanged from one system to another. 
This feature representation need to be tested to prove that 
the system works well, and the proposed scheme in the 
XML format can be read properly. The test results showed 
that the system extracted features successfully, represented 
features in XML format, and sent the XML representation 
to TMC. The test results also showed that the XML 

representation was successfully received by TMC and read 
well by other systems. 
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